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Implementing Winters Doctrine
Indian Reserved Water Rights:
Producing Indian Water and Economic Development
Without Injuring Non-Indian Water Users?
Reid Peyton Chambers and John E. Echohawk*
INTRODUCTION
Indians claim large water rights in the western states, where the arid climate
makes water essential for most forms of economic development, often even
essential for the survival of communities in areas with sparse and undependable
rainfall. For the most part, these Indian claims to use water have not actually
been exercised. While non-Indians irrigate about 46 million acres in the United
States,1 Indians irrigate only around 500,000 to 600,000 acres.2 Yet in legal doctrine,
Indian claims are generally the superior water rights.
This legal doctrine strikes widespread fear into the hearts of non-Indian water
users. They are concerned that if these unexercised but legally senior Indian water
rights claims were actually put to use in water short areas, non-Indian irrigation
uses would suffer a gallon-for-gallon, acre-for-acre reduction. The result could be
obvious disruption for existing non-Indian economies and capital investments.
Another fear about Indian water rights is that their size is unknown. States and
private irrigators thus have felt insecure in planning future water uses because
they do not know how much water would be available for ;hem if Indian rights
were exercised.
* The authors are, respectively. Attorney, Sonosky, Chambers, Sachse, & Enderson, Washington, D.C; and Executive
Director, Native American Rights Fund, Boulder, Colorado.
1 U.S. Water News, June 1989, p. 15.
2 We have been unable to develop any figure for Indian lands under irrigation which we can confidently rely upon.
In 1978, the Interior Department estimated there were 370,000 acres of Indian owned lands under irrigation. Assistant
Secretary of the Interior Forrest Gerard, "National Indian Water Policy Review," January 23,1978.
Professor McCool quotes reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the proposition that 160,000 acres were under
irrigation in 1908, perhaps about double that amount in the 1930s, and that about 550,000 acres were irrigated within the
fifteen largest Indian irrigation projects as of 1975. McCool, Command of the Waters, pp. 126-127, 141 (1987). The National
Irrigation Committee estimated in 1988 that the 73 existing BIA Indian Irrigation projects provide services to 1,155,133 acres
of tribal, allotted and fee lands. National Irrigation Committee, "Report on the Status of Indian Irrigation Projects
Administered by BIA" May 1988, p. 35. Many, perhaps most, lands within "Indian" irrigation projects, however, are owned in
fee by non-Indians.
We believe the Interior Department's 1978 estimate was generally correct. We also believe that irrigated Indian
agriculture has expanded by at least 100,000 acres (possibly somewhat more) since the late 1970s, principally in Arizona. See
text accompanying notes 24-42, infra. Thus, we tentatively conclude that between 500,000 and 600,000 acres of Indian owned
lands are under irrigation today.
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On the other hand, there is also general agreement that Indian reservations in
western states have been economically disadvantaged. With few exceptions,
poverty is pervasive in Indian country. The dear disparity between Indian and
non-Indian actual water use greatly in favor of the non-Indians is surely one
cause, or reflection, of this poverty.
In recent years, as we discuss in more detail in a later section of this paper,
many western states have begun litigation to quantify unexerdsed Indian water
rights. Water adjudications have been brought affecting most tribes in Arizona,
New Mexico, Montana and Nevada, and many tribes in Washington and Oregon.
One case, affecting the only Indian reservation in Wyoming, has proceeded to fi
nal judgment adjudicating the Indian rights after 12 years of trials and appeals. A
few other cases have been tried and are now on appeal in the state courts.
Other states—Colorado, Idaho and Nevada—have finalized negotiated water
rights settlements with some or all tribes within their boundaries. Utah has nego
tiated a water settlement which remains to be ratified by Congress. Two of the
states that have begun litigation—Arizona and Montana—have also reached set
tlements with some tribes in their borders.
This monograph will first review the basic doctrines of state and federally-re
served water rights which give rise to the concern that legally superior Indian wa
ter rights may supersede and cut off existing non-Indian water uses. It then exam
ines the outcomes of current litigation and settlements that have been finalized.
We conclude that this process in fact is encouraging Indian water resource and
other economic development, usually without cutting off existing non-Indian
water uses. This is so because Congress has significantly funded Indian water
settlements in recent years—constructing new projects, conserving water,
facilitating water transfers and storage, and providing general economic
development funds for tribes.
THE LEGAL DOCTRINE
We first briefly contrast the rules of state water law to the prindples and pur
poses of the federal reserved rights doctrine.
THE STATE LAW DOCTRINE OF PRIOR APPROPRIATION
Most western states have an arid dimate where water is in short supply. These
states apply the doctrine of "prior appropriation" to determine rights to use of wa
ter arising under state law. Under this doctrine, a person acquires an enforceable
water right to use water only upon actually diverting the water from its natural
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sources and applying it to a beneficial use.3 This water use is assigned a legal
"priority date"—the date actual diversion commences. Under the "first in time,
first in right" concept, this right has a priority over subsequent water rights hold
ers. In years of short supply, a senior appropriator is entitled to his full diversion
requirement before a junior user gets any water. However, unlike most property
rights, a water right under the doctrine of prior appropriation will exist only for as
long as the water appropriated is continuously put to an actual beneficial use; the
right can be lost by abandonment.
FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS
Winters
As we show below, the legal doctrine developed concerning federal reserved
water rights contrasts with state laws of prior appropriation in almost all of the
above respects. In the landmark case of Winters v. United States,* the United
States brought suit on behalf of the tribes of the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation,
located on the Milk River in Montana. In Winters, the United States sued to re
strain diversion by non-Indians from the Milk River upstream from the
Reservation, because insufficient water was reaching the Reservation to meet
Indian needs for development of the Reservation's agricultural lands and related
uses.
An agreement ratified by Congress in 1888 had established the Fort Belknap
Reservation "as and for a permanent home and abiding place of the [tribes]."5 In
the agreement, the Tribes ceded the territory they did not reserve. Non-Indians
acquired ceded land upstream from the reservation, irrigated the land, and ob
tained state water rights. At the time of trial, the Indians were also diverting wa
ter for irrigation, most of which they began using after the appropriative rights of
non-Indians vested under state law.6
The Court in Winters rejected arguments by the non-Indian irrigators that the
Indians had no reserved right because the ceded lands would be useless if the
Indians had also reserved the water for the reservation lands they retained:
We realize that there is a conflict of implications, but that which makes for retention of the waters
is of greater force than that which makes for their cession The Indians had command of the lands
and the waters,—command of all their beneficial use, whether kept for hunting, "and grazing roving
herds of stock," or turned to agriculture and the arts of civilization. Did they give up all this? Did
they reduce the area of their occupation and give up the waters which made it valuable or ade
quate?7
In most eastern states, rights to the use of water are generally determined by what is termed the "riparian doctrine".
This doctrine permits a landowner whose property abuts a body of water to make a reasonable use of the water so long as the
landowner does not interfere with other riparian users. D. Getches, Water Lew in a Nutshell, 14 (2d ed. 1990).
* 207 US. 564 (1908).
5 Id. at 565.
6 See Master's Report, Arizona v. California, p. 257-258. (hereinafter Master's Report)
7 207 US. at 576.
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These rhetorical questions were answered in the negative; the Court held the
Indians did not give up their water. The supposition that the Tribes had given up
most of their land and kept their reservation without the water to develop
"agriculture and the arts of civilization" was simply not credible to the Court.8
The Supreme Court thus held in Winters that although the non-Indian diver
sions were "first in time", rights to the use of water had been impliedly reserved
for the benefit of the Indians by the agreement and ratifying statute establishing
the Reservations. Since the "priority date" of the Indians' reserved right was the
date the Reservation was established (even though no water had then been put to
actual use), the Supreme Court affirmed an injunction against the non-Indian ir-
rigators, all of whom had commenced diversions after the Reservation was estab
lished and thus had junior priority dates.
The Court in Winters placed no limit upon the amount of water to which the
tribes were entitled in the future. The Indians had reserved the waters which
made their reservation "valuable or adequate." A present interference was en
joined. Future interferences could also be enjoined. The decree was thus open-
ended.
Arizona v. California
The United States Supreme Court's 1963 decision in Arizona v. California9
brought into sharp focus the importance of tribal reserved water rights in the al
location and utilization of the nation's water resources. Arizona changed the
open-ended uncertainty of Winters and other prior court decrees concerning
Indian reserved rights,10 and established a standard for quantifying Indian
reserved rights where the primary purpose of the reservation is agricultural.
In 1952, Arizona filed suit in the original jurisdiction of the United States
Supreme Court to determine its share of water from the Colorado River. Without
such a determination, Arizona could not obtain federal assistance in building the
long-coveted Central Arizona Project. The United States intervened, asserting,
• w~~
9 373 VS. 546 (1963). Decree entered, 376 US. 340 (1964), decree amended, 383 U.S. 268 0966), supplemental decree
entered, 439 U.S. 419 (1979), supplemental opinion, 460 U.S. 605 (1983) ("Arizona II"), second supplemental decree entered, 466
VS. 144 (1984). Unless otherwise stated, references to Arizona or Arizona v. California are to the 1963 decision affirming the
Master's Report.
10 For example, in Conrad Inv. Co. v. United States, 161 F. 829 (9th Cir. 1908), the Ninth Circuit enjoined an upstream non-
Indian user. In discussing the quantity of water reserved for the Indians, the court said:
What amount of water will be required for these purposes may not be determined with absolute accuracy at (hie time; but the policy of the
government to reserve whatever water—may be reasonably necessary, not only for present uses, but for future requirements, is clearly within the
terms of the treaties as construed by the Supreme Court in the Winters case.
Id. at 832. The court's decree was specifically "subject to modification, should the conditions on the reservation at any time
require such modification." Id. at 835.
In United States v. Walker River Irrig. Dist., 104 F.2d 334 (9th Or. 1939), the Ninth Circuit limited the Walker River
Paiute Tribe's reserved right to an amount of water based on their past irrigation needs, and assumed that the tribe's future
needs would be satisfied by that amount. But in United States v. Ahtanum Irrig. Dist., 236 F_2d 321,327 (9th Cir. 1956), cert,
denied, 352 US. 988 (1957), the Ninth Circuit discussed Walker River, but followed Conrad, holding that:
[Tlhe paramount right of the Indians to the waters of Ahtanum Creek was not limited to the use of the Indians at any given date but this right
extended to the ultimate needs of the Indians as those needs and retirements should grow...
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among other things, reserved water rights for Indian reservations located in the
lower Colorado River basin. The case was referred to a Special Master, who held
lengthy hearings on the issues presented."
For the first time, the resolution of an issue of national significance required
the permanent quantification of agricultural and associated rights reserved for fu
ture use by Indian tribes. The Master concluded that an award based on current
Indian population or needs would require open ended decrees to account for
changing circumstances. He observed that this would put all junior water rights
forever in jeopardy and severely hamper financing of irrigation projects, because
current populations and needs could change.12 The Master also found that tying
water rights to the future development of the reserved lands was actually more in
accord with the standards of water management throughout the West and with
the status of reserved rights "as property rights":
(T]he decree establishes a property right which the United States may utilize or dispose of for the
benefit of the Indians as the relevant law may allow. See United States v. Powers, 305 U.S. 527
(1939).13
The Master thus determined the future needs of each Reservation by deciding
which reservation lands were practicably irrigable, and entered a quantified water
right for five reservations on the mainstern of the Colorado River in his pro
posed decree.
The Supreme Court, after extensive briefing on the issues, specifically affirmed
the Master's reasoning and decree:
[The Master] found that the water was intended to satisfy the future as well as the present needs of
the Indian Reservations and ruled that enough water was reserved to irrigate all the practicably ir
rigable acreage on the reservations How many Indians there will be and what their future needs
will be can only be guessed. We have concluded, as did the Master, that the only feasible and fair
way by which reserved water for the reservations can be measured is irrigable acreage. The various
acreages of irrigable land which the Master found to be on different reservations we find to be rea
sonable.14
The five tribes in Arizona were decreed 905,496 acre feet for 135,636 practically ir
rigable acres,15 even though in the early 1960s, these tribes were actually irrigating
less than 36,000 acres.
Winters and Arizona teach: (1) the quantity of tribes1 permissible water use is
determined by the purposes of the reservation, not actual historic use, and (2)
11 Arizona, 373 US. at 551.
12 Master's Report at 264.
13 Master's Report at 266.
14 373 US. at 600401.
15 376 US. at 344-345.
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their priority is early—in these cases as of the date the reservation is created16—
and thus almost always prior to even early actual non-Indian uses of water under
state law. The practicably irrigable acreage standard in Arizona v. California is an
expression of the first of these two principles, applied to reservations whose pri
mary purpose is agricultural. It measures the quantity of the reserved water right
based on the assumption that the future needs of the Indians will be to irrigate all
irrigable reservation lands. Thus, an Indian reservation established in 1888 as in
Winters has legally senior water rights even to a non-Indian who has been irri
gating continuously since 1890. This is true even if the Indians have never exer
cised their rights, and non-Indians have been using the water; unlike appropria-
tive water rights, reserved rights do not depend on actual past or present use of
water.
The reserved rights doctrine can be analyzed both as a property right and as an
aspect of preemptive federal law. Because of the scarcity of water in western states
and the dependence of Indian economic development upon water, the vested
property right to the use of water sufficient for beneficial economic development
of Indian reservations, and the central components of this property right—early
priority date, preservation despite non-use, and a measure as being sufficient to
satisfy future beneficial needs of the Indians—are important, probably essential to
Indian economic development and well-being.
Alternatively, these concepts can also be seen as the extension of preemptive
federal law (embodied in the treaties or agreements establishing the reservations)
to insulate tribes from those state laws, including principles of prior appro
priation, which could thwart the future economic self-sufficiency of tribes and, in
some cases would render their arid lands "useless" or "practically valueless".17
The state law doctrine of prior appropriation favors putting water immediately to
use, and gives advantage to the investment of capital and labor to do so quickly.
Federal law establishing the reservations, on the other hand, recognized when
reservations were set aside that the impoverished and unacculturated Indians
would likely lack the capital and technological capacity to use all the water that
could benefit their lands and would ultimately be necessary to provide them with
economic well-being. In this respect, federal law supplants state law principles of
the prior appropriation doctrine by recognizing a right that is not based on appro
priation. A federal right to use water in the future is thus secured to tribes, even
though the water is not put to use immediately, so that the federal purpose of
Indian economic self-suffidency can be fulfilled in the future and the tribal gov
ernment and society preserved.
'* The right may be earlier where the reservation was created in a tribe's aboriginal land area.
17 The Supreme Court has observed that often Indian reservation "lands were arid and, without irrigation, were
practically valueless" and when reservations were created, waters were reserved "without which their lands would have
been useless." Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564, 576 (1908), and Arizona v. California, supra at 600 (construing Winters).
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JUDICIAL AND LEGISLATIVE QUANTIFICATION
OF INDIAN RESERVED WATER RIGHTS
Following Arizona v. California, several western states have adopted the pol
icy of seeking definite quantification of Indian reserved water rights within their
boundaries, thus avoiding the open-ended nature of unexercised Indian claims.
Relying on a 1952 federal statute known as the McCarran Amendment,18 states
sought to have this federal law question adjudicated in their state court systems.
The McCarran Amendment authorized state courts to determine water rights of
the United States in "general stream adjudications"—which means proceedings
to adjudicate all water rights in a particular river system. The question of whether
Indian tribal water rights were covered by the Amendment and could thus be de
termined in state courts was hotly litigated for over a decade.
Indian tribes, generally supported by the United States, bitterly resisted deter
mination of their water rights in state courts. Tribes pointed out that nothing in
the language or legislative history of the McCarran Amendment authorized or
considered adjudication of Indian rights, and the Amendment did not waive
Indian sovereign immunity. They complained that state courts had often been
hostile to Indians' special rights.
Although the Supreme Court acknowledged that "each of these arguments
has a good deal of force," the Court decided that concurrent federal proceedings to
determine Indian rights "are likely to be duplicative and wasteful, generating
'additional litigation through permitting inconsistent dispositions of prop
erty.' "19 The Court thus held in these cases that federal courts should ordinarily
defer to state proceedings to determine Indian and other water rights. The Court
emphasized however that the state courts "have a solemn obligation to follow
federal law" and to respect "the powerful federal interest in safeguarding [Indian
water] rights from state encroachment."20
General stream adjudications permitted under the McCarran Amendment are
extremely costly and protracted. Since all water users on a given stream system
must be joined as parties, hundreds or even thousands of parties are commonly
involved. Each party is adverse to every other party. The rights of each party must
be proven: the priority date, quantity of use, place of use and purpose of use.
Trials take many years, and millions of dollars in costs, fees of expert witnesses
and attorneys fees.21
18 43 US.C § 666.
19 Arizona v. San Carlos Apache Tribe, 463 US. 545, 567 0983). See also Colorado River Water Conservation District v.
United States, 424 U.S. 800 (1976).
" San Carlos Apache Tribe, supra. 463 US. at 571.
a For example, the State of Wyoming reportedly spent S14 million in attorneys fees in its general stream adjudication
involving Indian and other water rights in Big Horn River during a 12 year period. Denver Post, July 9,1989, "Wyoming's
Water Dilemma".
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One state court adjudication has now proceeded to final judgment. In 1977,
Wyoming initiated a general stream adjudication of the Big Horn River system,
which includes the only Indian Reservation in that state—the Wind River
Reservation. The Wyoming courts found that the Wind River Reservation had
the same principal agricultural purpose as the Montana reservation involved in
Winters and the desert southwest reservations in Arizona v. California. The
Wyoming Supreme Court applied the irrigable acreage standard of Arizona v.
California and determined that there were slightly over 100,000 practicably irriga
ble acres of Indian land on the Reservation.22 An annual water right of approxi
mately 500,000 acre feet was awarded the United States in trust for the two tribes
of this Reservation. An equally-divided United States Supreme Court affirmed
the decision without opinion.23
Only about half the lands which the Wyoming courts determined to be practi
cably irrigable had an actual history of irrigation. As the Wind River and its tribu
taries are generally fully appropriated under state law, the decree, when imple
mented, could curtail irrigation on thousands of acres owned by non-Indians in
water short years unless storage projects are built, because the Reservation was
established prior to any of those uses and is therefore legally senior to them.
In addition to the final adjudication in Wyoming and final adjudication of the
rights of the five lower Colorado River tribes that were involved in Arizona v.
California, statutes or compacts have been enacted determining the water rights
of over a dozen tribes. These include the Southern Ute and Ute Mountain Ute
tribes (the only tribes in Colorado), the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of the Fort
Peck Reservation in Montana, the Ak-Chin, Tohono O'odham (Papago), Salt
River and Fort McDowell tribes in Arizona, the five Mission bands along the San
Luis Rey River in southern California, the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes of the Fort
Hall Reservation in Idaho, and the Fallon and Pyramid Lake Paiute tribes in
Nevada. While the process of quantifying uncertain and previously open-ended
Indian water rights is thus still in process, it is possible to form some tentative
conclusions about the interaction between federal reserved rights and those aris
ing under state law, and the consequences of the process on Indian and non-
Indian water use and Indian economic development. We discuss three major
consequences below.
INCREASES IN INDIAN WATER USE
Irrigation uses
Most but not all the congressionally approved settlements have provided a
means to increase Indian irrigation. A significant increase in Indian irrigated agri
culture and other water uses has occurred since the quantification process began
in Arizona v. California. This increase is virtually certain to continue as the re-
22 Wyoming v. United States, 753 ?2d 76 (Wyo. 1988).
23 Wyoming v. United States, 492 U.S. 406 (1989).
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suit of congressionally-approved settlements in the past two Congresses that have
not been fully implemented.
The five lower Colorado River tribes which had their rights quantified in
Arizona v. California have added about 60,000 acres to irrigation in the past
twenty-five years, and now use approximately 700,000 acre feet to irrigate about
100,000 acres.24 Several other tribes have entered into congressionally approved
arrangements since Arizona that have significantly expanded Indian irrigated
acreage under cultivation. On the Navajo Reservation, for example, Congress au
thorized and the Interior Department constructed an irrigation project serving
110,630 Indian owned acres.25 Although the Navajo project did not arise out of
contested litigation, its construction was pursuant to an agreement in which the
Navajo Tribe relinquished preferential rights to substantial quantities of water
from the San Juan River in New Mexico, most of which is now used by the City
of Albuquerque. The project currently irrigates 60,000 acres.26
Two settlement acts affecting the Ak-Chin Tribe in central Arizona27 expanded
that tribe's irrigated agriculture by over 10,000 acres. The statutes were enacted to
protect a "highly profitable Indian-owned [farming] enterprise" the Tribe had
established in 1962 as a result of which the Tribe "achieved near economic self-
sufficiency."28 As a result of this farming enterprise "[t]he quality of life of the
Community and its members . . . dramatically improved. The various gov
ernmental and social services once provided to the members of the Community
by the Federal government" became "funded from tribal income with little
Federal funding needed".29 However, "as a result of off-reservation
pumping ... the Community ... had to reduce its irrigation acreage" by over 50
percent in the 1970s.30 The 1978 and 1984 settlement acts quantified Ak-Chin's
reserved rights at not less than 75,000 acre feet to farm 16,000 irrigated acres.31 The
use at Ak-Chin, after non-Indian groundwater depletions, was less than one-third
of that amount.32 The Ak-Chin Community has virtually completed
development of this additional acreage.
Several other tribes have entered into settlements that remain to be imple
mented. The Tohono O'odham (formerly Papago) Tribe's rights for part of its
reservation were quantified in 1982 at 66,000 acre feet annually of surface water
and 10,000 acre feet per year of groundwater pumping, in contrast to historic irri-
24 See Arizona II, 460 VS. at 653, n.8.
25 Navajo Indian Irrigation Project Act, Sec 2,76 Stat 96 (1962), as amended.
26 Navajo Indian Irrigation Project Act, Sec. 2, 76 Stat. 96 (1962), as amended. Jacobsen, "A Promise Made: the Navajo
Indian Irrigation Project and Water Politics in the American West," Cooperative Thesis No. 119, University of Colorado and
National Center for Atmospheric Research (1989).
27 There was one Ak-Chin Act in 1984, Act of October 19,1984, Pub. L. No. 98-530,98 Stat. 2698. This Act was preceded by an
earlier, 1978 enactment, the Act of July 28,1978, Pub. L. No, 95-328,92 Stat 409.




32 H.R. Rep. No. 95-954, p. 13.
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gation of only 7,000 acres.33 Three statutes in 1988 quantified the reserved water
rights of both tribes in Colorado,34 five Mission bands in Southern California,35
and the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community in Arizona.36 In Colorado,
the two tribes will receive over 100,000 additional acre feet from federal storage
projects to be constructed.37 The Colorado Ute Act provides that a considerable
part of the Southern Ute Tribe's water will be used for municipal and industrial
purposes and must be paid for by the Tribe. The Mission Bands will receive 16,000
acre feet per year, in contrast to historic uses of around 2,000 acre feet annually.38
The Salt River Act establishes that Tribe's reserved rights as 122,400 acre feet to
irrigate 27,200 acres,39 which is about six times its historic use.40
Finally, in 1990, the Fort McDowell Indian Community Settlement Act41
quantified the reserved water rights of that Tribe in a manner that permits
expanding irrigated agriculture on that Reservation from 730 to 4000 acres and for
the Tribe to develop 18,350 acres for urban and other uses within the
Reservation.42 The Fort McDowell settlement measures the Tribes' reserved water
rights partly by irrigable acreage and partly by other needs and purposes of the
reservation.
When the federal projects contemplated by the Pagago, San Luis Rey, Salt
River and Fort McDowell settlement acts are built, Indian irrigated agriculture
will thus likely increase by well over 60,000 acres. The Arizona tribes, for example,
will receive increased water from the Central Arizona Project and other federal
and non-federal sources. The Colorado tribes will receive water from construction
of the multi-million dollar Animas-LaPlata project, paid for by the United States
and the State, which will also protect existing non-Indian users and supply water
to new non-Indian uses. Some of the tribes receive substantial water allocations
for non-agricultural purposes in these settlements, notably Southern Ute and Fort
McDowell.
Non-irrigation uses
The analysis in this Section has focused on Indian irrigation, but this is not the
exclusive purpose of Indians' reserved water rights, and many settlement acts
33 Southern Arizona Water Rights Settlement Act Pub. L. No. 97-293,96 Stat. 1261 (1982) (Papago Act): H.R. Rep. 97-422,
pp. 14-15,21. The federal reserved water rights of tribes most likely apply to groundwater. See Cappaert v. United States,
426 U.S. 126 (1976). Without substantial analysis, however, the Wyoming Supreme Court held that reserved rights do not
apply to groundwater. Wyoming v. United States, 753 P.2d 76 (Wyo. 1988), aff'd ty equally divided Court, 492 U.S. 406
(1989). In any event, both the Ak-Chin and Papago settlements protect groundwater uses, and the Colorado Ute, Fort Hall and
Fort Peck settlements authorize tribes to satisfy reserved water rights by use of groundwater.
34 Colorado Ute Indian Water Rights Settlement Act Pub. L No. 100-585,102 Stat. 2973 (1968) (Colorado Ute Act).
35 San Luis Rey Indian Water Rights Settlement Act, Pub. L. No. 100-675,102 Stat 4000 (1988) (San Luis Rey Act).
36 Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community Water Rights Settlement Act Pub. L. No. 100-512,102 Stat. 2549 (1988)
(Salt River Act).
37 H.R. Rep. No. 100-932, supra, at 34,38,42,43. These projects serve a total of about 67,000 new acres with irrigation, most
of it non-Indian owned. S.Rep. No. 100-555,100th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 6 (1988). The Southern Ute Tribe plans to use over 25,000
acre feet for a coal power plant.
38 H.R. Rep. No. 100-780. supra, pp. 30,48.
39 H.R. Rep. No. 100-868, supra, pp. 8,11,18-19.
40 Id. at 9,13.
41 Pub. L101-628,104 Stat. 4480 (1990) (Fort McDowell Act).
42 S. Rep. No. 101-479, p. 4 0990).
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also provide water to tribes for municipal development, industrial use or protec
tion of fish and wildlife. Indians have been allowed to change the nature of their
decreed water rights, say from irrigation to some other purpose.43 And irrigation
is not the exclusive measure of reserved rights, where a reservation requires
other uses of water to fulfill its purposes and function as a homeland for a tribe.44
Some of the water settlements enacted by Congress have not directly expanded
Indian irrigation at all, while fulfilling some of the other purposes discussed
above. An example is a 1990 statute settling water disputes which have raged for
several decades concerning use of the Truckee River system. These controversies
involved two Indian tribes, the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe and the Fallon Paiute
Shoshone Tribes, and are described briefly below to facilitate understanding the
consequences of the settlement. While little if any expanded Indian irrigation will
occur under this settlement, major amounts of water are provided to protect en
dangered fish species, a critical purpose of the Pyramid Lake Reservation.
The Truckee River originates in Lake Tahoe in California and terminates in
Pyramid Lake in Nevada after flowing through the towns of Reno and Sparks,
Nevada. The Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation encircles the River's terminus,
Pyramid Lake. The Lake in turn is the home for two endangered spedes of fish,
the cui-ui and the cutthroat trout. The Reservation was established around the
Lake chiefly because the Paiute Indians relied on these fish for their subsistence.
Both species became endangered largely because upstream diversions of the
Truckee River reduced the level of the Lake and increased its salinity. The Tribe
has litigated for years to protect the Lake's water supply from these upstream di
versions.
The major upstream Truckee River diversion is for a federal reclamation pro
ject—the Newlands Project—which serves between 55,000 and 60,000 acres of
lands south of the Truckee, some of which are in the Carson River watershed.45
Allotments had beer made in the 19th century to members of the Fallon Paiute
Shoshone Tribe on over 30,000 acres which are now within this project. When
the Newlands Project was planned, the United States persuaded the Indians to ex
change those 160 acre allotments for smaller 10 acre parcels which the United
States promised would receive water from the Newlands Project when it was
constructed. This promise, however, was broken—the allotments proved not to
be irrigable and project water was not delivered to them. In 1978, Congress en
acted a measure to add land to the Fallon Reservation and bring 1800 acres of it
into cultivation, but this also was not accomplished.46
43 Master's Report at 265-266; Memorandum Sol. Int. February 1, 1964, 2 Ops. of the Solicitor Relating to Indian Affairs, p.
1930.
44 E.g., Felix S. Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian law 588-590 (1982 ed.).
45 S. Rep. No. 101-555, supra, pp. 10-12.
46 S. Rep No. 101-555, supra, pp 1-2.
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Congress resolved these problems in a manner that will provide increased wa
ter to Pyramid Lake to enhance its fishery, and pay substantial sums to both tribes.
But unlike most other settlements, there is little provision for expanded Indian
irrigation in the Nevada Act. In essence, the Fallon Tribes are paid to forego sub
stantially increased uses of water promised them by the prior Congresses, for the
Fallon Tribes' future irrigation is limited to acquisition of existing water rights "to
assure that there is no expansion of water use in an already strained watershed".47
Although the Nevada Act does not provide a mechanism for substantially
increasing Indian irrigation, it does mandate major storage of upstream Truckee
River water to benefit Pyramid Lake's fishery,48 and requires water conservation
within the Newlands Project—including limiting water use by a United States
Naval Air Station within the Project—in a manner that will reduce the Project's
demands on the Truckee River.49
Another settlement act that does not directly increase Indian irrigation is the
Fort Hall Indian Water Rights Settlement Act of 1990,50 which quantifies the wa
ter rights of the Reservation as 581,031 acre feet per year, both from surface water
(enumerated by stream) and from groundwater.51 While no new federal projects
are provided to increase irrigation, the Tribes do receive rights to stored water be
hind existing federal dams and substantial federal funding (described below).
The Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of the Fort Peck Reservation in Montana
have likewise entered into a compact with the State quantifying the Tribes' water
rights at 1,050,472 acre feet, surface and ground water which would be sufficient to
irrigate 291,798 acres.52 No federal funding is proposed to expand irrigation or for
any other purpose. A significant aspect of both the Fort Hall and Fort Peck
settlements is that they provide for some of the tribal water rights to be
committed to preserving instream flows for fish and wildlife habitat, as well as
for irrigation.
Direct federal and state payments to tribes
Dollar payments
Congress has provided increasingly large funds to tribes as part of most water
settlement acts, over and above the construction costs of federal storage and water
delivery projects like the Central Arizona and Animas-LaPlata projects which are
47 S. Rep. 101-555, pp. 2-3 (1990).
48 The Secretary of .the Interior is directed to acquire water rights for the Lake's fishery "through a variety of means,
including purchase, lease, exchange (and) public and private donation," Id. p. 25.
Id. at pp. 22-23,25,26-30. The Secretary of the Interior is required strictly to enforce existing operating criteria governing
water diversions and use by the Newlands Project without change over the next seven years, during which litigation may be
pursued to recover past diversions made by the Project since 1973 that exceeded these criteria. Id. pp. 15-16,33.
50 Pub. L101-602,104 StaL 3059 (1990) flwt Hall Act).
51 H.Rep.No.l01-«31,p.3.
52 Senate Bill No. 467, Chapter 735, Laws of Montana 1985. Less than 20,000 acres of Indian lands are currently irrigated on
the Reservation.
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being used in part to satisfy tribal water claims. The 1982 Papago Act provided $11
million (half federal, half state) to be used for a water delivery system and a $15
million permanent trust fund, with the interest to be spent by the Tribe on
"subjugation of land, development of water resources, and the construction, op
eration, maintenance and replacement of related facilities on the Papago
Reservation".53 The 1984 Ak-Chin Act provided $18,400,000 in payments to that
tribe for economic development and flood protection and to acquire groundwater
while the United States was developing the permanent water supply, and $32
million to develop a permanent water delivery system.54 The Salt River Act pro
vided a $47,470,000 trust fund for those Tribes.55 Congress established a $30 mil
lion tribal development fund as part of the San Luis Rey Act for "economic de
velopment projects, probably a water delivery system for agriculture."56 The
Colorado Ute Act established a $60,500,000 fund for tribal water resource devel
opment.57
The three water settlement acts passed in 1990 continued the practice of pro
viding substantial federal funding for Tribes. The Fort McDowell Act establishes a
$25 million economic development fund ($2 million of which is contributed by
the State of Arizona) and for a $13 million no-interest long-term loan to the Tribe
under the Small Reclamation Projects Act to expand its existing irrigation facili
ties.58 The Nevada Act establishes tribal economic development funds of $50
million and $43 million,59 and the Pyramid Lake Tribe also received a $25 million
fishery management fund. The Fort Hall Act provides federal funding of
$10,000,000 for an economic development fund, $5,000,000 for a land acquisition
fund, and $7,000,000 for a reservation water management system.60 While these
amounts will not likely be sufficient in themselves greatly to expand irrigation on
the Fort Hall Reservation, the Tribes receive the benefit of existing federal storage
projects in the event that natural flows are insufficient to irrigate their lands.61
Water marketing authority
Without special federal legislation, Tribes clearly have the right to lease water
rights together with reservation lands,62 but the question as to whether the own
ership of federal reserved water rights includes a power to market unused rights
to non-Indians for use outside the reservation has not been judicially deter
mined. A right to market water to selected non-Indians by agreeing to forego the
53 Papago Act, Sees. 309,313(b).
* 1984 Ak-Chin Act, Sec 3(a); H.R. Rep. No. 98-1026, p. 9.
55 Salt River Act, Sec. 9. The fund will be used to rehabilitate and improve the Tribes' existing irrigation system and
design and construct additional water use facilities.
56 San Luis Rey Act, Sees. 105,107; H.R. Rep. No. 100-780, p. 48. An additional $30 million is provided to conserve water in
existing projects, some of which water will be provided to the Mission bands.
57 Colorado Act, Sec 7; a Rep. 100-555, p. 5.
58 S. Rep. No. 101-479, supra, at pp. 16-17.
59 Pub. L 101-618,104 Stat. 3289 0990) (Nevada Act).
60 H. Rep. No. 101-831, supra, p. 11.
61 For example, in the event surface flows of the Blackfoot River are insufficient to satisfy the Tribes' diversion rights in
any year, the Tribes can call upon supplemental water stored in Blackfoot Reservoir (348,000 acre feet) and Grays Lake
000,000 acre feet). Id. p. 5.
62 Stem v. United Stales, T73 F. 93 (9th Or. 1921); 25 US.C § 415(a).
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exercise of a portion of their reserved water rights could be extremely valuable for
tribes in water short areas. The exercise of that authority likely requires congres
sional approval,63 and Congress has considered marketing authority in several
settlements.
The 1982 Papago Act authorized that Tribe to market water in a specific geo
graphic area outside its reservation—the Tucson Active Management Area and
the rest of the Upper Santa Cruz basin.64 A marketing provision is also contained
in the Colorado Ute Act
[a] tribe may voluntarily elect to sell, exchange, lease, use or otherwise dispose of a portion of a
water right confirmed in the Agreement and consent decree off its reservation. If either the Southern
Ute Indian Tribe or the Ute Mountain Ute Indian Tribe so selects, and as a condition precedent to such
sale, exchange, lease, use, or other disposition, that portion of the Tribe's water right shall be
changed to a Colorado State water right, but be such a State water right only during the use of that
right off the reservation, and shall be fully subject to State laws, federal laws, interstate compacts
and international treaties.65
Pursuant to this Act, either Ute Tribe may lease or sell water off its reservation or
out of state, but only under conditions generally applicable to state water rights.
The right to lease is thus limited by state and federal law, interstate compact or in
ternational treaties that pertain to the appropriation, use, development, storage,
regulation, allocation, conservation, exportation or quality of the Colorado River
or its tributaries. The exact parameters of these various laws is not specified or
completely clear, and may be the subject of future litigation. However, once a
lease of water use has come to an end under the Colorado Act, the right reverts to
the tribe and resumes its character as a federally reserved right.
Congress also has specifically authorized both the Salt River and Fort
McDowell Tribes to lease water they are entitled to receive from the Central
Arizona Project to certain cities and towns for a period of 99 years.66 This protec
tion was enacted in large part to protect existing uses in Arizona. The Fort Peck
Tribes have the right under their Compact with Montana to market water outside
the Reservation from the Missouri River, which forms the Reservation's south
ern boundary, and from Fort Peck Reservoir, a major federal storage project up
stream from the Reservation. The Tribes must observe certain conditions in
marketing: chiefly, they must offer the State an opportunity to share in any mar
keting venture as a substantially equal partner with the Tribes, comply with some
of the standards in Montana's current laws concerning water marketing, and ob
serve any valid state law restricting out-of-state sales of water. This provision has
not yet been ratified by Congress.
63 25 U.S.C. § 177. Bui see United States v. Ahtanum Irr. DisL, 236 R2d 321 (9th Or. 1956), cert denied, 353 US. 988 (1957).
In Wyoming v. United States, 753 P.2d 76 (Wyo. 1988), aff'd by equally divided Court, 492 U.S. 406,106 L.Ed 2d 342 (1989),
the Wyoming Supreme Court held that the Tribes had no inherent authority as part of the Winters doctrine to market water
off their reservation.
*J Papago Ad, Section 301(cKl).
65 Colorado Ute Act, Section 5(c).
66 Sail River Act, Section 8 (d); Fort McDowell Act, Section 407.
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Under the Fort Hall Act, the Tribes can rent water to non-Indian users from
two federal storage projects in the Snake River system: Palisades Reservoir (for
delivery to non-Indians anywhere within the Snake River basin above Milner
Dam) and American Falls Reservoir (for delivery anywhere in Idaho).67
Conferring water marketing authority establishes a financial advantage for
tribes without a direct impact on the federal budget. This mechanism thus ap
pears attractive in a time of budget deficits and reconciliations. However, specific
marketing proposals—including the one in the Colorado Ute Act—have on occa
sion provoked controversy in Congress,68 and no general statute to authorize all
tribes to engage in marketing unexercised reserved water rights has been pro
posed in Congress. States apparently resist tribal marketing because it threatens to
disrupt formal or informal interstate allocations of water, and because a tribe—by
leasing unused water to a legally junior user—might upset the existing order of
priorities under state law systems. Also, and likely of primary importance to the
States, where tribes are not now exerdsing water rights States and non-Indian wa
ter users use that water without any payment and wish to continue doing so.
IMPACTS OF ADJUDICATIONS AND SETTLEMENTS ACTS
ON EXISTING NON-INDIAN WATER USES
The "gallon-for-gallon" reduction feared by many if Indian water rights are ex
ercised has usually not occurred where Indian reserved water rights have been
quantified and developed following court decrees or congressionally ratified set
tlements.
The use of water by the five tribes following Arizona v. California did not di
rectly impact valid existing uses, although it could in theory at least require cur
tailment of diversions by the Metropolitan Water District that exceed California's
decreed rights in that case. The Navajo Irrigation Project and Indian uses
expanded by other congressionally authorized settlements—such as the Ak-Chin
Act, Papago Act, Fort McDowell Act and Salt River Act—receive water developed
by new federal storage projects, transfers and exchanges of water.69 San Luis Rey
water will probably be supplied by water conservation.70
The Colorado Ute Act was agreed to and actively supported by five non-Indian
water conservancy districts in the area of the reservations.71 The Act provides for
construction of new federal projects which will "leav[e] intact the historical uses
Alternatively, the Tribes may allocate water stored in American Falls or Palisades Reservoirs to instream flows. H.
Rep. No. 101-831, supra, at p. 7.
68 For example, the original off-reservation marketing provisions proposed in the San Luis Rey Act were substantially
constricted. Compare S. 745.100th Cong., 1st Sess., Sec. 107, with San Luis Rey Act, Sec 106(c).
69 Water to satisfy the Ak-Chin, Papago, Fort McDowell and Salt River Tribe quantifications comes in part from the
Centra] Arizona Project, and in part from private non-Indians sales and exchanges of water rights. Eg., H.R. Rep. No. 100-868,
supra, pp. 14-15.
70 H.R. Rep. No. 100-780, at p. 11.
71 S. Rep. No. 100-555, supra, at 4-5. State and local officials also commonly support these settlements as a means of
augmenting or protecting non-Indian water supplies. Eg., S. Rep. No. 95-460,95th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 5 (Ak-Chin 1978 Act).
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already in place on these streams'*72 and which provide irrigation water to over
67,000 new acres most of which are in non-Indian ownership.73
Under the Fort Hall Act, the Tribes agree to observe a 1907 federal court decree
on Bannock Creek that sets priorities in such a way as to protect non-Indian users,
and to comply with federal and state court decrees on Portneuf Creek, where its
rights to use water are in any event limited to less than 2,000 acre feet.74 The non-
Indian existing uses on the Blackfoot River are also protected, and in times of
shortage, the Tribe has a call on storage in that basin.75 Provisions also protect
non-Indian uses of Snake River water in the Fort Hall Irrigation Project and
existing non-Indian groundwater diversions in the Bannock Creek basin, and
limit the Tribes' use of water stored in Palisades and American Falls Reservoir to
situation where "no other water users are injured".76
The Nevada Act specifically protects water rights under existing decrees,
although it required stricter administration and enforcement of those decrees.77
The Fort Peck Compact protects certain existing non-Indian uses of surface and
groundwater.
Non-Indians therefore are not being adversely impacted by most increased
Indian water use because that Indian use usually occurs by new storage or as the
result of improved water management—conservation, allocation of existing stor
age, transfers and exchanges of water. Moreover, actual increases in Indian irriga
tion occur gradually, because very large capital investments—usually by federal
appropriations (which non-Indians water users are able to influence)—must be
undertaken. In the meantime, until Indian uses develop, the legally junior uses
by non-Indians can continue.78
One place where non-Indian uses have been threatened is in Wyoming. For
the first year after the quantification decree became final in that case, the State
paid the Tribes several million dollars to forego exercise of its increased water
rights. Thereafter, the state trial court confirmed the Tribes' authority under the
decree to dedicate irrigation water to instream fishery flows to the extent that re
turn flows are not decreased below those which would occur if the Tribes planned
future irrigation took place.79 This dedication of water rights to instream flows
could require a significant curtailing of existing uses by non-Indians on those
streams.
72 Id. at p. 17.
73 Id. at p. 6.
74 H. Rep. No. 101-831, supra, p. 6.
75 W. at p. 5.
76 Id. at p. 7.
77 Pub. L101-618, Sec 204,104 Stat. 3296..
78 For example, the five tribes along the Colorado River are not yet using their full-entitlement under the decree. Arizona
II, 460 U.S at 653-655 (Brennan,)., dissenting).




The actual resolution of Indian reserved water right disputes reflected in most
final judgments and statutory settlements to date does not appear in exact accord
with what one would expect from legal doctrine. To be sure, Indian use of water
for agricultural and other purposes is being expanded—probably by as much as 20
to 30 percent over historic uses in Indian country—as quantification proceeds. But
although existing non-Indian users may be held to stricter conservation require
ments, as in the Newlands Project on the Truckee River in Nevada, these uses
are generally protected and even expanded by new storage, water conservation,
exchanges and marketing mechanisms. Indeed, most expanded Indian water use
that has occurred has been produced by these same mechanisms.
This expansion of Indian water use and the increasing federal monetary con
tributions to tribes involved in settlements evince a congressional80 commitment
to Indian economic self-sufficiency that appears broader than simply aiding the
exercise of reserved water rights. Federal monetary contributions to tribes in
water settlements have been both for water development and for more general
economic advancement. Water settlements, though varied in their individual
approaches, have apparently been seen by Congress during the 1980s not as ends
in themselves but as means to advance the more basic goal enabling tribes to
develop economically toward self-sufficiency.
Resolution of Indian water rights controversies thus far appears to differ in
important respects from the transfer of Indian lands to non-Indian ownership
that took place in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Indian landholdings
(excluding Alaska) declined from 138 million to 48 million acres between the
1880s and 1930s. During that period, Indian land and other resources were con
verted into money. Because, however, Indians were left with too little land and
other resources aad usually paid less than fair value for the lands that were taken,
generations of Indian poverty resulted.81
In the past three decades, water adjudications and settlements have begun to
quantify Indian rights to use water that are uncertain but potentially threaten ex
isting non-Indian uses. If history were simply repeated—Indians would be left
with too little water to develop stable economies and paid unfairly for rights they
agree, or are forced, not to exercise. The historic result of widespread Indian
poverty would almost surely continue.
That has not been the apparent outcome of Indian water adjudications and set
tlements so far, which is some evidence that the sorry lesson of the historic inter-
80 Most funding for water and other Indian settlements in recent years has been opposed by the Executive branch, but only
one Indian settlement act has been vetoed, the Pagago Act Cong. Quarterly, p. 104 (June 12,1982). The act was restructured to
meet President Reagan's objections, enacted, and signed.
n As the Supreme Court observed: "llj» can be said without overstatement that when the Indians were put on these
reservations they were not considered to be located in the most desirable area of the Nation." Arizona v. California, 373 US.
54* 598 (1963).
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action between Indians and the rest of American society during the 1880-1930 pe
riod has at last been learned. Actual Indian water use has inaeased substantially
as water rights have been quantified, instead of being diminished or held constant
to protect non-Indian economies. Further increases are virtually assured. Major
monetary payments and other benefits (such as use of federal storage) have also
been provided to tribes—some to facilitate expanded water use, and some for
more general economic development. In this manner, Indian reserved water
rights are being converted from abstract doctrine that seems to threaten existing
non-Indian water use to practical results that further Indian economic develop
ment and self-sufficiency, generally without impairing non-Indian economies. It
is not yet clear, however, that the water and other benefits provided to Indians
will actually produce economic self-sufficiency and allow tribes to escape
poverty—but the potential is there.
